Simon S-Press
Let us rebuild your DoubleBacker for a fraction of the cost
of a new one, with the latest in
Heat-Transfer Technology
New Updated Design...

What is the S-Press?
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imon is a name well known to the
corrugated industry. Dating back
to the 1950’s, the company was
one
of
the
world’s leading manufacturer of
What
are
the
Benefits
of
the
SPress
How is it constructed?
corrugators and converting machinery.
 Perfect contact between the belt/board Time has move on and the company is
With very few moving parts is the
as with the Shortpress, but with a great- now known as Simon Corrugating
simple answer. In the unloaded posier contact area per module;
Machinery.
tion, the pressure plates are raised
 One control that both applies the presfrom the board line and held there by
Simon has upgraded Double Backer Heat
sure required and also brings the system
Transfer Systems on Agnati, BHS, Foscompression springs. In its loaded
in to contact with the belt/board;
ber, Langston, MHI, MarquipWarposition the air bag is inflated (see
 The S-Press applies pressure
dUnited (Also older United), Masback side). The pressure inside the
(automatically) to the board, right up to
senzana, Olivini, Peters, and TCY
bag overcomes the compression
the edge, without any form of adjustDouble Backers.
springs and lowers the pressure
ment being necessary;
plates to contact the belt, or in the
 S-Press follows any deflection in the
For more info/spec sheet for quote
case of a beltless machine, the plates
hot plate; and

gelgcas@bellsouth.net

directly touch the board. The special
loading mechanism enables the SPress to achieve a “kiss touch”, principle, providing sufficient pressure to
create an extremely effective means
of heat transfer to the corrugated

The flattest board you will ever see
Part of A Simon Trac on Sec on

Visit our Website and click on the Simon logo for
pictures and video:

www.corrugatedonline.net

Simon is represented in your area by:
Gary Lovelace & Associates
850-206-3823/gelgcas@bellsouth.net




With the S‐Press design, the contact plates/shoes never press on the belt where there is
no board; and
The floa ng pressure plates are fixed to one piece. This guarantees that the plates make
contact with the board right up to the edge, whatever paper width is being run. This also
permits the board to dry without being hindered by the belt being pressed down on the
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Visit our Web Site: www.corrugatedonline.net and click on the Simon logo and view:
 2– Page Simon Flyer
 A 15 minute video on the Simon S‐Press
 A short Power Point presenta on
 Simon S‐Press Installa on photos
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